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I have been specifying (though not yet implementing) a system wInch
is basically a means-end driven problem-solver which makes the provisional
assumption:-

If there are many s1m~,lltaneous (~~) goals, these can
usually be achieved independently, and without interaction
when they are arranged in some order.

Such an assumption is true in all problems of the STRIPS type. However,
the system differs from STRI.PS, and m9re closely resembles HACKER, in that
when the above assumption is shown not to hold, a summary of the cause of
this is made to th~ system. Knowing why a particular approach to a
solution failed may anable the system to specify a probably useful approach
to the problem.

The search for a situation in which the goals are true is split into
t,vo parts (as STRIPS):-

the search across a space of situations by finding approp-
riate action sequences

i

..,
1.1., the question-answeri~ within anyone particular situation.

For efficiency different mechanisms can be used for th8se
widely differing tasks.

The search for an action sequence is recorded in a tree in which
arcs are actions and nodes are "levels". The main data,st~~cture of a
"level" is a "ticklist". ~tick1ist keeps a record of which goals or
subgoals (which act as preconditions for a.ctions) have been shown to be
true or false in SOB1e situations, and holds the action sequences which
have been found to transform situations into others. Tbe top level flow
of OQ~trol of the search mechanism is:-

Thus the ef'f'ects of'the system can be specif'ied by writing a set of'
pairs of' a function which recognizes some pattern of' ticks and .crosses
in a ticklist, and a function which edits the ticklists if' the
classif'ication function works.
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It w(C,"'_,ld be possible to write many different problems solvers
using this formulation. The system I have specified, which I
believe can cope with the main point of the Ke~ys and Boxes problem,
is just one example.

In my talk I hope to describe the particular problem solver
I have eonsidered and work through a couple of examples. An
understanding of STRIPS would be useful.


